Cop and robber is a two-player vertex-pursuit combinatorial game where the players stand on the vertices of a graph and alternate in moving to adjacent vertices. The cop wins when he captures the robber, robber's goal is to avoid capture.
Introduction
In this article we use a semi-standard graph notation. We consider only undirected simple connected non-reflexive finite graphs. Graph G is a pair (V G , E G ), where V G is a finite set of its vertices and E G is a set of its edges (unordered pairs of vertices). The size of a graph is the number of edges, the order is the number of vertices. We use N G (v) to denote the neighbourhood of vertex v in G, that is all vertices u sharing an edge with v. We use N G [v] = N G (v) ∪ {v} for the closed neighbourhood of v. The degree of v denoted as deg G (v) is the number of edges of G incident with v and ∆(G) is the maximum degree of vertices of G.
A path of length n, or P n , is a graph on n + 1 vertices labelled v 0 , v 1 , . . . v n with edges v 0 v 1 , v 1 v 2 , . . . v n−1 v n . A circle on n vertices, or C n , is a graph P n−1 with an additional edge v n v 0 forming a cycle. Distance of u and v, or dist G (u, v) is the length of a shortest path connecting u and v. G − e and G − v denote the graph G without the edge e or without the vertex v and all incident edges, respectively.
Graph G ′ is a subgraph of (or contained in)
Graph G is connected if for every two vertices u and v G contains a path from u to v. Where no confusion can arise, we drop the subscripts and write simply V , E, N(v), . . .
Vertex
, in this case u and v are adjacent and every neighbour of v is also a neighbour of u. The set of all the vertices dominating v in G (except v itself) is denoted dom G (v).
The game
Given a graph G the cop and robber game on G is a game for two players -the cop and the robber. First, the cop selects his starting vertex, then the robber selects hers, and then they alternate in moving across the edges of G. In their turn, both players can either move to some neighbourhood vertex or stay at their current vertex. They both see each other and have complete information about the game. The cop wins if at some time he shares a vertex with the robber, the robber wins if she is never captured.
Given a graph G, the described combinatorial game on G has a winning strategy for one of the players. If that player is the cop, we call the graph cop-win, otherwise we call it robber-win. For a detailed information about the existence of winning strategies in the various combinatorial games with a complete information we recommend the general paper from B. Banaschewski and A. Pultr [BP91] . Note that every disconnected graph is clearly robber-win and therefore we consider only connected graphs from now on.
The capture-time 1 CT (G) is the smallest number of cop's moves (excluding the initial placement) always sufficient to capture robber (regardless of her strategy). The maximum possible capture-time among all cop-win graphs on n vertices is denoted as CT max (n).
This game was first proposed and analyzed independently by Nowakowski and Winkler [NW83] and Quilliot [Qui78] [Qui83] . They characterised the cop-win graphs and Nowakowski and Winkler proposed a polynomial algorithm determining whether a given graph is cop-win and also its capture-time.
Later, many other similar games were proposed, adding more cops, allowing the cops to fly, making robber invisible, faster or lazy, allowing to stay at edges, and many more. Some of these games have very nice properties and some relate to interesting graph parameters such as treewidth. See [Als04] for a good survey.
Cop-win graphs and capture-time
In the paper "The search-time of a graph" [BGHK06] A. Bonato, P. Golovach, G. Hahn, and J. Kratochvíl consider the capture-time of finite and infinite graphs and also prove some upper bounds for the capture-time both in general and for various graph classes. Here we improve the upper bound on CT max (n) from |V G | − 3 for |V G | ≥ 5 to |V G | − 4 for |V G | ≥ 7 and also examine the structure of the graphs with the maximal capture-time.
Theorem 1. CT max (n) = n − 4 for n ≥ 7, CT max (n) = ⌊ n 2 ⌋ for n ≤ 7. The proof of the theorem is postponed until the end of this section. In the rest of this section we introduce some tools to analyze the cop-win graphs and state some minor results. The results about the graphs with maximal capture-time are stated and proved in Section 4.
Lemma 2. Graph G ′ is cop-win if and only if it is either K 1 or it is obtained from a copwin graph G by attaching one new vertex v such that N G ′ [v] ⊆ N G [u] for some neighbour u ∈ E G of v, 2 and in that case CT (G ′ ) ≤ CT (G) + 1.
The idea of the proof is based on the fact, that one turn before her capture, the robber and her entire neighbourhood must be adjacent to the cop. So there must be a vertex
for some other vertex v c . The situation just before capture is illustrated in Figure 1 . On the other hand, on a graph with no such vertices the robber can escape with ease, because she always has a safe vertex to move to.
By repeatedly deleting dominated vertices v r , we either reduce the graph to a single vertex (in which case there is a cop's strategy) or find a subgraph with no dominated vertex (the robber playing on this subgraph has always a safe vertex to escape to). The detailed proof can be found in the original paper [NW83] .
Note that the lemma above and the fact that CT (1) = 0 gives the upper bound CT max (n) ≤ n − 1. To find the exact value of CT max (n) it is necessary to broaden the analysis to the graphs on 7 vertices. First we prove a weak local property of the cop-win graphs.
Lemma 3 (Triangle lemma). If G = (V, E) is a cop-win graph, then each edge uv of G is either a bridge or there is a vertex w ∈ V adjacent to both u and v. Such w is said to form a triangle over uv. 
We construct a winning strategy for the robber. Let R(w) = (dist G−uv (w, v 0 ) + 2) mod k. Note that the distance is measured in the graph without uv, so R(v j ) = (j + 2) mod k. Whenever the cop is on a vertex c, the robber should move to r = v R(c) on C, where she cannot be attacked, because r is in a distance at least 2 from c. When the cop moves to c ′ , his distance from v 0 changes at most by 1, so the robber can always move to an appropriate vertex on C. When the cop moves from the vertex c with R(c) = k − 2 to c ′ with R(c ′ ) = k − 1, the robber should move across uv from v k−1 to v 0 . When the cop decides to start at c 0 , the robber starts at v R(c 0 ) . Therefore G is either cop-win or every non-bridge edge is in some triangle.
The following proposition about the the capture-time of small graphs was first proved by a computer-based examination of all the cop-win graphs of order at most 9. The details of the search and an analytic proof of the first part of the proposition are postponed to Section 5.
Note that the correct upper bound for CT max (n) itself follows from the first part of the proposition, which is proved by a case-analysis and does not rely on the computer search. Proof. According to Lemma 2, every graph on 7 vertices with CT (G) ≥ 4 must be a P 5 extended by attaching a new vertex v to some continuous interval of P 5 . If deg(v) ≥ 2 or v is adjacent to some other vertex than an endpoint of P 5 , then the cop should start at one of the middle vertices of the P 5 and capture the robber in at most 3 moves. If deg(v) = 1 and it is adjacent to an endpoint of P 5 , then the new graph if a P 6 and CT (P 6 ) = 3. This shows that all these graphs have CT (G) ≤ 3 so CT max (7) ≤ 3.
On the other hand, it is simple to see a strategy giving CT (P 7 ) = 3.
In their paper [BGHK06] , A. Bonato, P. Golovach, G. Hahn, and J. Kratochvíl show an explicit construction giving CT max (n) ≥ n − 4 for n ≥ 7. Here we show a simpler construction with the minimum number of edges. The graphs G n (for n ≥ 8) are constructed from G 7 by appending a path P n−8 (a tail) to the vertex 7 of G 7 (see the Figure 3 ). Lemma 6. CT (G n ) = n − 4 for all n ≥ 7.
Proof. We show both cop's and robber's time-optimal strategies. The cop's optimal strategy is to start at vertex 2 (or at 3, symmetrically). In this situation the robber may start only at vertices 6, 7, . . . n to avoid immediate capture. If she starts at 6, the cop moves to 3, then she can move only to 7. The cop then moves to 4 and the robber must flee to the tail. In this case, the cop will win in at most n − 4 moves. If the robber decides to start at vertex 7, 8, . . . n, the cop moves to 4 and then pursues the robber into the tail and captures her in at most n − 3 moves.
The only place, where cop can corner and capture a clever robber is the end of the tail, as there is no other dominated vertex. From every other position robber can escape an immediate capture. Therefore it suffices to show that the robber can safely play at least 1 move in G 7 before entering the vertex 7 and then the tail. From that moment it takes the cop n − 5 moves to capture her, because at the moment she enters the vertex 7, the cop Figure 3 : Graph G n is in a nonadjacent vertex. If the cop starts somewhere in G 7 , the robber always has an option to start safely at some vertex other than 7. In case that the cop moves to the tail before her, she stays in G 7 .
These two strategies show that CT (G n ) = n − 4. Now we are ready to prove Theorem 1 about the exact value of CT max .
Proof of Theorem 1. The proof constitutes of the analysis of all the cop-win graphs on at most 7 vertices. First we note, that CT max (1) = 0, CT max (2) = CT max (3) = 1 and CT max (4) = CT max (5) = 2 by an analysis of all small cop-win graphs. The cases for 1 and 2 vertices are trivial and there are only two cop-win graphs of order 3 -P 2 and K 3 . The cop-win graphs on 4 vertices either have ∆(G) ≤ 3 and therefore CT (G) = 1 (the cop can start in the vertex of degree 3), or ∆(G) = 2 and the graph is a P 3 with CT (P 3 ) = 2.
The situation with cop-win graphs on 5 requires a short analysis: If ∆(G) ≤ 4, then CT (G) = 1. If ∆(G) = 2, then G = P 4 . The only interesting case is ∆(G) = 3. In that case the cop starts at any v with deg(v) = 3. The robber must start at the only safe vertex u such that u ∈ N[v]. If the vertex u is adjacent to one vertex of N[v], the cop moves there and captures the robber with his next move. If u is adjacent to two vertices of N[v], then these two must be adjacent (otherwise the graph is robber-win according to the Triangle Lemma). When u is adjacent to all three neighbours of v, these three must be connected by at least two edges (again by the Triangle Lemma) and therefore one has deg(w) = 4, a contradiction with ∆(G) = 3.
There are too many cop-win graphs on 7 vertices to analyze by hand, but every one of them can be constructed from some cop-win graph on 6 vertices by an addition of a dominated vertex.
The fact that CT (P 5 ) = 3 implies that all cop-win graphs obtainable from P 5 have CT (G) ≤ 3. The new vertex must be adjacent to an interval of P 5 . It is easy to check all of the 12 possibilities, none of them raises the capture-time.
All other cop-win graphs on 6 vertices have CT (G) ≤ 2 (according to Proposition 4), therefore all cop-win graphs on 7 vertices have CT (G) ≤ 3. From Lemma 2 it follows that for all n ≥ 7 CT max (n) ≤ n − 4.
Graphs P n and G n show that the bound is tight. Note that CT (P n−1 ) = ⌊ n 2 ⌋ and CT (G n ) = n − 4.
Graphs with the maximal CT
Let M be the class of all the cop-win graphs with the maximal capture-time on n ≥ 8 vertices together with G 7 itself. All G ∈ M have CT (G) = |V G | − 4 as shown above. All of these graphs must also have G 7 as an induced subgraph, because (according to Proposition 4) the only graphs on 8 vertices with CT (G) ≥ 4 are those obtained from G 7 by an addition of a dominated vertex v to G 7 such that v is adjacent to vertex 7. All the other graphs in the class are constructed from these by adding vertices and edges from the new vertices, so they also contain G 7 as an induced subgraph.
The two following observations about the structure of cop-win graphs and about cop's ability to choose his final move clarify the proof of the following theorem. Observation 8. If the cop has a winning strategy of length at most k on graph G, he can choose one dominator d i for every dominated vertex u i in G and then choose his strategy so that he either captures the robber after k moves in some N[u i ] by moving from d i or captures her sooner.
Proof. The cop plays using an optimal winning strategy on G ′ = G \ {u 1 , u 2 , . . . }, if the robber is at u i , he plays as if she was at d i . If the robber is still free after k − 1 cop's moves, she must stand at some u i with the cop at d i (otherwise she would have a strategy for surviving k cop's moves, a contradiction). Then she can not move outside N[d i ] and the cop wins in k moves.
The structure of graphs in M
Theorem 9. All the graphs G ∈ M have exactly one dominated vertex v, in all these (except G 7 ) the v is adjacent to the unique vertex u dominated in G ′ = G − v and v is not adjacent to any dom G ′ (u).
Proof. Th graph G 7 has only one dominated vertex 7, but G 7 − 7 has more dominated vertices. The proof is by induction on |V G |, the verification of the theorem for all graphs of order 8 is a byproduct of the computer-based examination of all cop-win graphs on at most 9 vertices described in Section 5.
The verification can be also done by hand, as there are only 10 such graphs of order 8. All these can be constructed from G 7 by a method described in Section 4.2 -choose a dominating set of the new vertex as a subset of {5, 6, 7} and choose the non-dominating neighbours so that the chosen set is really dominating (note that the case {5, 6, 7} is impossible). The new vertex must be adjacent to the vertex 7 and must not be adjacent to the vertex 4. Then verify the conditions for all these graphs.
Every cop-win graph contains at least one dominated vertex. If G contains only one dominated vertex v 1 , we call the dominated vertex in the graph G ′ = G − v 1 as v 2 . In this case, the vertex v 2 is well-defined, as G ′ has exactly one dominated vertex by the induction hypothesis.
If some cop-win G ∈ M with |V G | = n contains two dominated vertices v 1 and v 2 , at least one of the graphs G − v 1 and G − v 2 has to be in M (otherwise G could not have CT (G) = n − 4 according to Lemma 2), without loss of generality suppose that this is G ′ = G − v 1 . By the induction hypothesis CT (G ′ ) = n − 5 and G ′ has exactly one dominated vertex v 2 .
We use the notation v 1 , v 2 and G ′ for both the cases, the only difference being that v 2 may or may be not dominated in G. Note that v 2 is always dominated in G ′ and dom G ′ (v 2 ) ⊆ dom G (v 2 ) ∪ {v 1 }. The graph G ∈ M clearly can not have more than two dominated vertices. We consider these two cases:
If v 1 and v 2 are nonadjacent or v 1 is adjacent to some d 2 ∈ dom G ′ (v 2 ), the cop can use an optimal strategy for G ′ preferring to capture the robber at v 2 from d 2 and in situation with the robber on v 1 play as if she were on some (fixed) vertex d 1 dominating v 1 in G. In n − 5 moves cop either captures the robber or his strategy makes him move to d 1 (where he supposed to capture the robber, who is at v) or he moves to d 2 (with the robber at v 2 ). But from both situations the robber cannot escape from cop's neighbourhood and the cop will capture her in his next move. The latter situation is illustrated in Figure 4 . Note that d 1 can be equal to d 2 .
Both these situations imply that CT (G) = CT (G ′ ), a contradiction. In the case when u and v are adjacent and v 1 is not adjacent to dom G ′ (v 2 ) the vertex v 2 is not dominated in G by any vertex, as it has a neighbour v 1 not adjacent to dom G ′ v 2 and v 1 also does not dominate v 2 . This concludes the proof.
From this structural result we conclude a simple corollary:
Corollary 10. Every graph G ∈ M of size n has the graph G n as an induced subgraph. One embedding of G n is uniquely determined (up to the symmetry of G 7 ) by a repeated removal of a (unique) dominated vertex. This leads to a natural labeling with numbers 1, . . . n of the vertices of any G ∈ M (where n is the label for the vertex dominated in G and vertices 1, . . . 7 denote an embedding of G 7 ).
The construction of M
When generating a new graph from G ∈ M by appending a dominated vertex, the conditions stated in Theorem 9 are also sufficient for the new graph to belong to M.
Observation 11. If we extend G ′ ∈ M with dominated vertex v 2 by a dominated vertex v 1 adjacent to v 2 and nonadjacent to dom G ′ (v 2 ), the resulting G is also in M.
Proof. In G ′ , the robber has an optimal strategy where cop captures her at v 2 after she passed her last move. She can use this strategy also in G: when the cop is at v 1 , she plays as if he was at some d 1 dominating v 1 . If the cop plays optimally, this results in the robber standing at v 2 and the cop at some d 2 ∈ dom G ′ (v 2 ), but instead of passing her move, she moves to v 1 , which is nonadjacent to d 2 and therefore prolongs the game by at least one move.
This observation yields a recursive construction of M: we start with G 7 and let u 0 denote vertex 7 in G 7 . Then we repeatedly choose some complete subgraph X of N[u i ] \ domu i as the dominator of the new vertex u i+1 , which will be connected to the current dominated vertex u i , it's chosen dominator X and some neighbours N adjacent to all vertices of X (again except those in domu i ). We should choose N so that no superset of X is a dominator of u i+1 as this would give us some graphs in multiple ways.
This construction generates exactly all the graphs in M. However note that we might get some of the graphs multiple ways because of possible symmetries.
Note that whenever the dominated vertex v of G ∈ M has no neighbours except it's dominators, then all the graphs generated from it by the above construction are just a path connected to G. This follows from the fact that all the neighbours of appended vertices are from N[v] \ dom G (v) = {v}. This directly implies that whenever G ∈ M has a bridge, one side of the bridge is a path.
Exponential size of M
From Corollary 10 we get a unique labeling of vertices of every member of M. This allows an explicit construction of exponentially many graphs (with respect to their size) of M.
Lemma 12. For each n ≥ 8 there are at least 2 n−9 graphs on n vertices in M. Proof. We inductively construct sets M i ⊆ M of graphs of size i such that the dominated vertex of every graph has only one dominating vertex in {1, . . . 6}, has all possible neighbours and |M i | ≥ 2 i−9 .
First, let M 8 contain only the graph in Figure 5 . This step avoids any further symmetries and duplicities in the generation process, as the symmetry of G 7 is now determined by the neighbours of vertex 8 and every constructed graph can be described by the sequence of singletons dom G|{1,...i} (i) for i ∈ {8, . . . n}.
From every graph G ∈ M i we generate at least two graphs G ′ ∈ M i+1 . Let v be the vertex dominated in G and let v ′ be it's single dominator. v has at least 2 neighbours in {1, . . . 6} (the previous dominator is now forbidden as a neighbour) and we can choose any of these as the dominator u ′ for the new dominated vertex u.
It suffices to check that by connecting u to v and all (N[u ′ ] \ {v ′ })/cap{1, . . . 7}, dom(u) remains a single vertex. All dominators must be adjacent to both u ′ and v and therefore also to v ′ . But for every choice of v ′ and u ′ in {1, . . . 6} for every vertex w ∈ N(u) ∩ N(v) there is some neighbour of u ′ nonadjacent to w.
This proves that all generated graphs have the desired property.
A higher bound could be probably proven by allowing more neighbours and dominators outside {1, . . . 7} in the above construction and/or by allowing bigger dominator sets. Even the computer-based search on the cop-win graphs up to 11 vertices indicates much faster growth.
Proof of Proposition 4
The proposition is a combination of the two following lemmas.
Lemma 13. The only cop-win graph on 7 vertices extendable (by adding a dominated vertex) to a graph G ′ on 8 vertices with CT (G ′ ) ≥ 4 is G 7 in Figure 2 with CT (G 7 ) = 3.
Proof. This has been proven only by a computer-based examination of all the nonisomorphic cop-win graphs of order at most 9. We used the Nauty software [McK81] to generate all the non-isomorphic graphs on n ≤ 9 vertices. We implemented an algorithm similar to the one proposed in the above-mentioned paper "The search-time of a graph" [BGHK06] to recognise the cop-win graphs and to calculate their capture-time.
The details of the algorithm and an implementation in Python are in the appendix (Section 7). We originally used the same program to verify Lemma 14 below and to analyse the structure of the cop-win graphs with the maximum capture-time.
This lemma could be proven using a method similar to the one used in the proof of Lemma 14 (a case-analysis by ∆(G) and bridges, using the Triangle Lemma on all nonbridge edges), but that would be inconveniently long and too technical.
Lemma 14. The only cop-win graph G on 6 vertices with CT (G) ≥ 3 is P 5 .
Proof. We analyse all connected cop-win graphs on 6 vertices separately according to their maximum degree. We estimate CT of every case and also write some good starting vertices for the cop. Dashed edges in the illustration figures represent the possible edges (sometimes not all of these edges may be present at once).
• A graph G with ∆(G) ∈ {0, 1} is not connected and therefore not cop-win.
• A connected graph G with ∆(G) = 2 is either a path P 5 or a circle C 6 . C 6 is not a cop-win graph and CT (P 5 ) = 3.
• If G with ∆(G) = 3 has no bridge, then every edge has to be in some C 3 according to the Triangle Lemma (Lemma 2). Select an arbitrary v with deg(v) = 3. We denote the neighbours of v v 1 , v 2 and v 3 . v 1 v must be in C 3 , but v can have no more neighbours. Therefore v 1 is adjacent to, say, v 2 . A similar argument shows that v 3 must be adjacent to v 1 or v 2 , without loss of generality suppose it is adjacent to v 2 . The remaining vertices p, q must be connected to v; suppose that v 1 p is an edge (v 2 can have no more neighbours). There is no way to form a C 3 over v 1 p. The situation is drawn in Figure 6 . No cop-win graph of order 6 with ∆ = 3 and without a bridge exists.
If G with ∆(G) = 3 has a bridge which divides the vertices in the ratio 3 : 3, G clearly has CT = 2, the cop can start in any endpoint of the bridge. If G has no bridge with the ratio 3 : 3, but has a bridge uv with the ratio 2 : 4 with 2 vertices on the side of u, then v must have deg(v) = 3, otherwise G would have a bridge with the ratio 3 : 3. The situation is drawn in Figure 6 . Whichever of the remaining possible edges exist, CT (G) = 2 with the cop starting at v. If G with ∆(G) = 3 has a bridge uv with the ratio 1 : 5 with a single vertex on the side of u, but has no bridges with the ratio 2 : 4 or 3 : 3 then deg(v) = 3. Denote the neighbours of v, v 1 and v 2 . The edges v 1 v and v 2 v can't be both bridges (they can't both have the ratio 1 : 5 and the other possible ratios are forbidden), so one of them has to be in a C 3 , but this can happen only if v 1 and v 2 are adjacent. The remaining vertex p is connected to v 1 or v 2 , without loss of generality suppose that it is connected to v 1 . The situation is drawn in Figure 6 . If pv 1 is a bridge, remaining q cannot be connected to p (pv 1 would be bridge with ratio 2 : 4), so q is adjacent to v 2 . If pv 1 is not a bridge, it must be in C 3 , but that is possible only if pv 2 is an edge. In that case q is adjacent only to p. In both cases CT (G) = 2 with the cop starting at v 1 or v 2 .
• In G with ∆(G) = 4 denote by v one vertex with deg(v) = 4 and u the single vertex non-adjacent to v. If u has a single neighbour v 1 , clearly CT (G) = 2 with the cop starting at v. If u has neighbours v 1 and v 2 , these have to be adjacent (to form C 3 over uv 1 ) and again CT (G) = 2 with the cop starting at v. If u has three neighbours v 1 , v 2 and v 3 , there have to be at least two edges between v 1 , v 2 and v 3 to form C 3 s over uv 1 , uv 2 and uv 3 . Without loss of generality suppose that v 1 v 2 and v 2 v 3 are edges. Then the cop starting at v can capture the robber either immediately or after moving to v 2 . This case is illustrated in Figure 7 .
In the last case when u has four neighbours v 1 , v 2 , v 3 and v 4 , there have to be at least two edges e 1 and e 2 between v 1−4 to form C 3 s over uv 1 , uv 2 , uv 3 and uv 4 . No v i can be connected to all the other v i (it would have deg(v i ) = 5). If e 1 and e 2 share an endpoint, there has to be an additional e 3 forming P 3 (together with e 1 and e 2 ) on the set {v 1 , v 2 , v 3 , v 4 }. If e 1 and e 2 do not share an endpoint, there must be another edge connecting the endpoints of e 1 and e 2 , otherwise G would be robber-win. Both these situations necessarily lead to a graph isomorphic to that in Figure 7 , where a concrete situation with the path v 1 v 2 v 3 v 4 is drawn. If v 1 v 4 is an edge, the graph is the net of a regular octahedron which is robber-win (the robber can always move to the vertex opposite of the cop). If v 1 v 4 is not an edge, the cop wins in 2 moves by starting at v 2 or v 3 and therefore CT (G) = 2. • G with ∆(G) = 5 has CT (G) = 1 because the cop can start in a vertex with the maximum degree and capture the robber with his first move.
This shows that every cop-win graph G on 6 vertices except P 5 has CT (G) ≤ 2. CT (P 5 ) = 3 and that finishes the proof.
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